BOOK YOUR OWN GROUP TOUR
If you can arrange a bus-full (32 to 42) of your colleagues,
pupils, etc, we can arrange a tour exclusively for your own group:
1966

2010

THE 12

DECISIVE
BATTLES
OF THE THREE
INDO-CHINA WARS
hosted and guided by Dave Sabben MG,
former 12 Platoon commander at the Battle of Long Tan.

DURATION
The standard “12 Decisive Battles” tour is 15 days/14 nights, meaning that it
leaves Australia on a Saturday and departs Viet Nam on the Saturday fortnight,
arriving back in Australia the next day (Sunday).
However, this (and the itinerary) can be varied to suit the booking group.

DATES
The dates of the tour will be by arrangement with the booking group.
Cooler months in Viet Nam are their winter – October-March – but the rainy
season varies in the north, centre and south, so no month is always dry.
Avoid the peak air travel seasons & times – school holidays, Christmas, Tet9

PRICES
Tour rates will depend upon the season, the size of the group and the currency
exchange rates – particularly the AU$ with the US$. As a rough guide, the 15 day tour should cost between $4500 and $5000 AU$ per person, twin share at
off-peak air rates (which will vary with the “season”: low, shoulder, peak, etc).
Hotels are 4 and 5 star where available. Many meals are included.

THE DETAILS9
Price quoted will be per person, twin share.
Single supplements will be quoted upon request. Conditions apply.
Minimum number for a group is 32 passengers, maximum is 42
National Network Travel & Cruise (Licence# 30280)
will make all the travel arrangements – see below.
The Long Tan component of the Tour
has a small charity element built in
for the AVVRG * (see below9)

All
travel
arrangements
are made
through

National Network
Travel & Cruise
ABN 76 004 937 099 Lic 30280

* The AVVRG is an Australian non-government organisation
(NGO) – a community of volunteers seeking to make a difference
to the lives of disadvantaged citizens of Vietnam.
AVVRG is also registered and licensed to provide humanitarian
aid in Vietnam and is the custodian of the Long Tan Cross.

